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INTERECONOMICS: ... compared with ...?

AUDOUARD: ... compared with an increase of 11.5% between 1963 and 1964. This will show you how difficult the position is. In the meantime, we have become very extravagant with imports in the mechanical engineering industry... over the last ten years these have increased tenfold.

INTERECONOMICS: Why is that? Is it because of costs and, consequently, prices? And one more question: are other factors not far more important than the price factor where mechanical engineering is concerned? After all, there is virtually no uniform competitive position in this industry. It is so often the case that Machine A can only be bought from Company A, and not from Company B, but perhaps Company A is a foreign, not a German, one!

AUDOUARD: Such cases do, of course, happen. To a great extent, this is a matter of integration—I do not mean political integration, like EEC, etc., but economic integration. But first of all, I would like to say that, in my opinion, the main reason for this increase was that, from 1949 onwards, the mechanical engineering industry took the stand that only a liberal policy on imports could really be of help. Believe me: these factors carried such weight, it was as if all suppliers of machinery throughout the world had been given a written guarantee: "For years ahead I can really skim off and work this market." In what foreign country, including the USA, which always acts as if it were very liberally-minded, and also including France, Italy, Britain, to say nothing of overseas markets, Japan, etc., have German companies found such an absolutely liberal atmosphere? The answer is nowhere!

INTERECONOMICS: Do you think this might have any political consequences? Do you mean that we should go back on this liberal policy on imports? Or do you feel—in the interests of the mechanical engineering industry and of Germany as a whole—that it would be better to introduce certain restrictions?

AUDOUARD: No, we should certainly never introduce restrictions. I said at the outset that integration plays a very important part, both economically and technically, and I also think that these excessive increases in imports of mechanical engineering goods are due to this integration. Each country has its own specialities in the most varied sectors of capital goods. Take Switzerland, or the USA, or Britain, or Germany—each one has its own specialities and that is why goods are exchanged. In addition, some firms integrate of their own accord. German manufacturers of capital goods have also set up branches and business in other countries which, in their turn, export to the Federal Republic. We do not necessarily consider this a disadvantage; we still think we have benefitted considerably from this liberal trade policy.

INTERECONOMICS: ... and we shall continue to do so in the future?

AUDOUARD: Yes, but of course we are doing this with tears in our eyes, because even in the mechanical engineering industry we have specialist branches which suffer considerably from these liberal policies. We must be quite clear about this.

---

Development through Export Diversification: Some Suggestions

By Christian Wilhelms, Hamburg 1

I guess I do not have to devote much time, before this audience, to justify the necessity of exports in general. The problem is: how to promote progress of developing countries, of the less industrialized or non-industrialized countries. No doubt, as has been underlined by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, trade is an essential factor in economic development. Because what is needed for development is money. And as to money, the developing countries need foreign exchange, to pay for their imports increasing more and more in the process of development. One can see two ways of approach to earning foreign exchange: capital aid from industrialized countries, limited though it always will be, and export earnings of the developing countries themselves. We here come to the slogan of "aid by trade" which I think is a formula generally accepted by now but which I would like to widen to "aid and trade", because I feel that none of the two will be efficient when applied in an isolated way, that is if one relies on capital aid alone or if the developing countries are expected to just help themselves by doing trade. In the long run, exports will be the more dynamic means for earning foreign exchange and to increase the import capacity of developing countries.

1 Lecture delivered on Nov. 24, 1965, in Hamburg before the members of a UN Group Training Programme in Trade Promotion organized by the Copenhagen School of Economics and Business Administration. The Training Programme was held under the auspices of the Danish Board of Technical Co-operation with Developing Countries, Copenhagen, Denmark, in collaboration with the United Nations. On the occasion of a round trip to Britain and Germany, the participants of the Training Programme—export promotion officers from 9 Asian, 1 African and 2 Latin American countries—visited the Hamburg Institute for International Economics to discuss some problems of trade promotion for developing countries.
**Export Promotion—A “Must”**

In this respect I guess there’s some sort of agreement between you and me, since you are here just because of the possibilities for export promotion. There is quite a number of “musts” for developing countries:

- They must develop their economy.
- They must provide for imports of capital goods needed for the process of development.
- They must earn the foreign exchange necessary to pay for their imports.
- They must increase their exports.
- They must promote exports.

As to export promotion, there’s the well-known problem of the “traditional” products: low prices due to world-wide overproduction, decreasing consumption due to technical and economic progress—substitution through synthetics, more economical use due to technological inventions, vanishing forms of consumption—and diminished consumption due to change in consumer behavior.

In short: chances for a promotion of traditional primary exports are not too good because what the industrialized countries really need they will buy, and they won’t buy more primary products than they need—whether promotion or not. This certainly does not mean that promotion of “traditional” exports is useless or unnecessary from the point of view of an individual country, but it seems to me as though promotion of “traditional” exports cannot raise the level of consumption, it solely means expansion of export sales of one country at the expense of another’s.

**The Dynamic Way: Diversification**

The only really dynamic way of promoting exports, of increasing export earnings beyond the total already reached through “traditional” exports, I would see in the diversification of exports. Therefore, in addition to the “musts” of developing countries already mentioned, export diversification is another must—and, as for the final aims to be reached, perhaps the most decisive one.

Now, what is meant by export diversification? In most generalized terms, it is an expansion of the structure of exports. In a narrower sense, it is the inclusion of “new” products into a country’s export programme, so-called “new” products, “small” products, “less known”, “less developed” or even “neglected” products. And it goes from agricultural and mineral primary products via semi-manufactures as products, “less known”, “less developed” or even “neglected” products. And it goes from agricultural and mineral primary products via semi-manufactures as products, “less known”, “less developed” or even “neglected” products.

For in short: chances for a promotion of traditional primary exports are not too good because what the industrialized countries really need they will buy, and they won’t buy more primary products than they need—whether promotion or not. This certainly does not mean that promotion of “traditional” exports is useless or unnecessary from the point of view of an individual country, but it seems to me as though promotion of “traditional” exports cannot raise the level of consumption, it solely means expansion of export sales of one country at the expense of another’s.

**Approach to Export Diversification**

Where is the approach to export diversification? Apart from spontaneous diversification, which is the result of the demand coming from foreign markets and of occasional exports, it is intentional diversification that is meant here in the first place. For intentional diversification, there are two ways of approach:

1. A survey of the potential export products the economy of the developing country referred to may offer.
2. An analysis of the sales possibilities on certain export markets (imports statistics, analysis of local markets).

Data and indications as received from these two forms of approach give a first idea on the possibilities for diversification.

This, however, will not suffice for intentional or planned diversification. Because of the risks and costs involved with intentional diversification one has to go one step further: study the chances that can be expected for a certain product. The next and decisive step therefore is the elaboration of a Product Study. The subject of this type of study is an investigation into all the factors influencing supply and foreign sales of a specific product. The product study need not cover one single foreign market only, but it always takes into consideration solely the factors directly related with the product referred to. It follows the route a product takes from production to the final consumer, an uninterrupted chain to be figured out for each product anew. Since already the very first measures in creating a product must be directed towards the final consumer, there are two objects of research: the product, being the starting point, and the final consumer, deciding on the success of the diversification attempted.
The product study as developed in our research work is subdivided into three parts:

1. description of the special physical and technical characteristics of the product in question, its production conditions and problems involved and its present and potential fields of application;

2. analysis of the supply situation: production volumes, domestic processing or domestic consumption, resp., supply to be expected, and the factors influencing exports of the producing country itself;

3. investigation into the demand situation: markets (international and in particular the export market aimed at), imported volumes, channels of distribution, intended use in the importing country, competitive situation (home production, imports from other countries, substitution), import regulations and other stipulations influencing consumption of a certain product.

The investigation, as indicated above, of production conditions and its bottlenecks and obstacles, on the one side, and of the situation on the sales market and the existing chances and risks, on the other, enables the exporting country to find out what difficulties will have to be overcome and what chances for success there are likely to exist. The product study approach is particularly practicable for the promotion of products neglected so far, for avoiding set-backs in endeavouring to launch completely new products, and for the control of the chances to increase the present main exports or of the reasons for decreasing sales observed.

**Important Prerequisites**

Export diversification, as might have become apparent from what has been said so far, is not quite as easy as the many suggestions for diversification of exports the developing countries should follow. Export diversification is not simply a matter of "well, now let's diversify". It takes some prerequisites and some efforts.

First, there must be certain basic assets to start from, there must be somewhat more than a mere desert of nothing: be it natural resources, skilled labour, fertile soil, strange and unknown fruits and what more. Secondly, there must be someone to do the diversification job or at the least give some hints. And there should be somebody to work out the product studies mentioned before. All this might be done by some special kind of Export Promotion Organisation. Not in the form of the traditional Export Offices or Export Bureaus.

The task of an Export Promotion Organisation like that would have to be:

1. elaboration of product studies as described before,

2. the initiation, through divulgation of the results of such studies, of endeavours for diversification,

3. the establishment of contacts between producers or exporters in the developing country and import firms, marketing organisations and the like, in industrial states.

This method of proceeding offers the advantage that the full knowledge gained in the elaboration of the product studies is utilized, that the efforts of the individual firm can be directed towards the way of success, that risks may be avoided, and that existing contacts can be used. Because as to contacts in industrial countries, it is just as decisive to know the adequate channels of distribution as to offer an interesting product, interesting from the point of view of competitive prices and quality.

## Economic Aspects of the Current EEC Crisis*

*By Dr. Erhard Kantzenbach, Hamburg*

At the beginning of 1966 the European Economic Community finds itself in the throes of one of the worst crises since its foundation. On the one hand, the Community has developed as scheduled and with success during its first two stages and is now about to enter the third transitional stage. By the terms of the Rome Treaty, this latter stage is intended to lead to an extension of supranational powers and hence to a further strengthening of the Community.

On the other hand, basic political conflicts between the governments of member states have reached a point where the further scheduled development, if not the very existence, of the European Community is in question.

---

*[A slightly revised version of a public introductory lecture held on 3.12.55 before the University of Hamburg's Faculty of Economics and Social Science.]*

---

In 1964 already the present French Government made repeated objections to any strengthening of the supranational institutions within the Community.

On 1st July, 1965, differences of opinion on the same question regarding the financing of arrangements for the Common Market in agricultural products led to a meeting of the Council of Ministers being broken off. Meetings of this Community agency have since been boycotted by its French members.

On 9th September, 1965, the French President, in front of the Press, was outspoken in rejecting any form of supranational organisation for the European Communities, emphasising this rejection with an open threat to sabotage the Treaty.

Like all basic problems of European integration, the current EEC crisis can be understood only by considering its political implications. For, in the first place the European Economic Community is a